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Phase 1 Phase 1 
Supervised Test ConditionsSupervised Test Conditions

On- line assessments (produced in Blackboard) 
formed part of the module assessment.
(20% of the overall module mark)

All students in each module sat the same question set 
but under supervised test conditions.

Semester 1
Level 1 Thermodynamics

Semester 2
Level 1  Fluid Mechanics
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Phase 2Phase 2
Assessments Rolled out to Assessments Rolled out to 

other Modulesother Modules
The on-line assessments were rolled out to other modules:

Semester  1

Thermodynamics E1.1
Thermodynamics S1.1
Aerofluid Mechanics E2.1
Aerofluid Mechanics S2.1

Semester 2

Fluid Mechanics E1.2
Fluid Mechanics S1.2
Energy and Power Systems L1.2
Power and Energy S0.2

Physically impossible to supervise the tests as the 
demand on time and physical resources available was 
too great. Students had to take the tests unsupervised.
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Phase 2 Phase 2 
Arrangement for  AssessmentsArrangement for  Assessments

In each module the questions for the assessments 
came from a question pool  with each student getting a 
random mix of questions from the pool.

Students in each module were divided into groups 
with each group getting a different set of questions 
from the pool in random order. 
All questions used were of the multiple choice type.

Some students complained they had had harder 
questions than their peers.

The tests were difficult to adminstrate
Some students answered by guesswork

Outcomes
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Phase 3 Phase 3 
Overcoming the Problems and Overcoming the Problems and 

Using Ms OfficeUsing Ms Office
A bank of questions was used such that all students 
answered  the same basic question set but the 
numerical data within the questions presented to each 
student was different. (Multiple choice, numerical and 
also multiple answer type questions were used).

To minimise the chance of any students getting 
questions with the same numerical data  120 versions of
each  question were produced.

Cleary to do this manually would have been almost 
impossible.
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The Method AdoptedThe Method Adopted
Ms Word was used to generate the questions with the 
data and answers appearing as merge fields.

Ms Excel was used to generate the question data using a 
random number generator and the answers.

Mailmerge was used to import the data and answers 
from Excel into the question word file. Executing the 
mailmerge produced the required number of versions 
of each question.
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The merge field 
data came from the 
Excel spreadsheet
through mailmerge

The position of the 
correct answer was 
varied.

Example of Word File used for a 
multiple choice question.

Executing the 
mailmerge would result 
in 30 pages each 
containing 4 questions
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Data calculated using the formula:

ROUND((RAND()*(max-min)+min)*scf,ndp)

Excel Spreadsheet (Data2)Excel Spreadsheet (Data2)
Number of versions of the question to be generated

Minimum value, Maximum value number of decimal places,
Scale factor for variables

Generated Data

Names of variables used in question
120
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Excel Spreadsheet (Output)Excel Spreadsheet (Output)

Correct and incorrect
answers generated 
using visual basic 
modules in Excel

The same Excel 
spreadsheet
could be used for all 

questions only the VB 
modules need
changing
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Excel Spreadsheet Excel Spreadsheet 
(Output2)(Output2)

The output2 spreadsheet formed 
the table used for the mailmerge

The ouput sheet was 
copied to the output2 
sheet with rows in 
banks of four

The merged word document was 
saved as a .txt file for direct upload to 
Blackboard
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1. During an engine test fuel with a calorific value of 
44041.688470422065 kJ/kg is burned at a rate of 5.9504822506916556E-
2kg/s and the engine operates with a cycle efficiency of 
73.737472975209954%. 17.744109617816129% of the heat lost during the 
cycle passes to cooling water (cp = 4196 J/kgK) . If the temperature rise of 
the cooling water is 31.705129080331282 oC then when steady flow 
conditions have been achieved the mass flow rate of the cooling water is?

a) 0.91799822948919507 kg/s correct

b) 2.6805851088598462 kg/s

c) 9.5472405038004418 kg/s

d) 0.95472405038004415 kg/s

Problem 1Problem 1
Mailmerge from Excel to WordMailmerge from Excel to Word

Solution
Necessary to use the Excel command fixed to fix the 
number of decimal places

FIXED(variable, ndp,1)
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30 pages

Ms Word

Batch Uploading to BlackboardBatch Uploading to Blackboard

A Perl program processed the 
merged .htm file and generated 
a .txt file

The merged Word file was 
saved in the form web paged 
filtered.

How to upload to Blackboard?

.txt

Blackboard

Formatting lost through
.txt upload
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Ms Word

.txt

Blackboard
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Problem 2 Need to Retain Problem 2 Need to Retain 
Formatting and Symbols Formatting and Symbols 

Ms Word and Excel used as previously

The Perl program was modified to edit the merged word 
file, strip out all html other than superscript, subscript and 
symbols and replace the question number with the 
question type required for Blackboard  (MC, MA, NUM)

The Perl program again generated an output file with an 
extension .txt which could be directly uploaded to 
Blackboard now retaining symbols and formatting.
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ExampleExample
Before

After

Blackboard
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Tests in BlackboardTests in BlackboardIndividual students got the same questions in a 
random order and with different numerical data

Student A

Student B
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Test ManagerTest Manager
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Assessment GenerationAssessment Generation

Using this method large question pools can be generated 
quickly and uploaded to Blackboard. 

Tests can then be created using a random choice of 
questions from the pool.
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Experience during the Experience during the 
20082008--9 Academic Year9 Academic Year

1 The method was used to generate 2 assessments 
for 8 different modules involving over 400 students 
with the largest cohort being 100.

2 Each assessment had 10 questions and the 2 
Blackboard assessments accounted for 20% of the 
module mark. 

4 The students were spurred on to work by the 
assessments and overall they led to an improvement 
in overall performance.

3 Each question had 120 variants and the tests gave the  
questions variants in  random order. The likelihood of any  
students getting the same question was low.
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Giving FeedbackGiving Feedback
1 It is not possible to upload feedback directly into 

Blackboard.

2 Generic feedback could be given but the same 
feedback would need to be added to every question

tedious

3 To provide individual feedback the package 
Respondus has been used.
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RespondusRespondus

Questions can be imported 
as .doc files and also .txt files

Many question types can be deployed but not numerical

Feedback can be added to individual questions

Diagrams can be added to both  questions and feedback

Questions can be uploaded through Repondus to Blackboard
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Word File and Excel File Word File and Excel File 
ModifiedModified

Question number
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Including FeedbackIncluding Feedback
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Imported Files in Imported Files in 
RepondusRepondus
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Publishing to BlackboardPublishing to Blackboard
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Publishing to BlackboardPublishing to Blackboard
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ConclusionsConclusions
1 Harnessing the use of Ms Office and mailmerge it is 

possible to generate large question pools for use with 
Blackboard easily and quickly. 

2 For questions without feedback the Perl program
and .txt upload gives the fastest solution.

3 For questions with feedback  the Respondus package
is the most convenient but currently unsuitable for 
numerical questions since a tolerance cannot be 
specified. This would be essential for questions requiring 
the use of a calculator.
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The assessments generated were a fairer way of 
assessing large cohorts of students taking tests 
remotely.

The majority of students found the tests beneficial and 
worked enthusiastically to achieve good scores.

Because the assessments are marked automatically the 
pressure on time associated with marking is lifted.

SummarySummary


